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BRNZ
Bronze

PB1035
Pearl Beige

(RAL1035)

SUNG

Sungold
RUST
Rust

HTHR 
Heather

CVBL 

Cove Blue

JB9005 
Jet Black
(RAL9005)

OBRZ 
Old Bronze

CW9001 
Cream

(RAL9001)

TW9016 
Traffic White

(RAL9016)

GW9002 
Grey White
(RAL9002)

AG7038 
Agate Grey
(RAL7038)

BMAT
Bronze Matte

GSIL
Graphite Silver

GLIM
Glimmer

BSIL 
Blade Silver

Finishes that are durable and sustainable

All paint options are powder coat, reducing the overall environmental impact while maintaining the Visa 

Lighting standard of quality. Powder coating eliminates runs, drips, sags and is resistant to chips, abrasions, heat 

up to 400° F, UV light, fuel, chemicals and is significantly more durable than conventional paints. There are no 

solvents or hazardous materials used in the process. Antimicrobial coating is standard on patient care products.

Visa Lighting’s color palette features RAL colors with a satin surface finish. Additional RAL Classic series 

colors are available at a slight premium. Custom color matching is also available.

Standard
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BUA
Brushed Copper

Alternative

BCA
Brushed Chrome 

Alternative

BZA

Brushed Bronze 
Alternative

BBA
Brushed Brass 

Alternative

OBA
Oil-Rubbed Bronze 

Alternative

PRA
Pewter 

Alternative

RBA
Rustic Brass 
Alternative

SNA
Satin Nickel 
Alternative

MCA
Mediterranean Cherry 

Metal Based 
Wood Alternative

NOA
Natural Oak 
Metal Based 

Wood Alternative

Economical and environmentally friendly finishes

Sustainability initiatives have increased awareness to the environmental impact of using metal 

finishes and plated metal finishes. In addition to being more expensive, plating is prohibited in many 

states. As a result, Visa Lighting developed alternative metal finishes to ensure that you can maintain 

your building code standards with the look you want. 

These alternative finishes utilize a dye application within a UV resistant clear coating over a 

recyclable aluminum substrate. The end results are finishes with a natural metal appearance, no 

impact on lead time, and none of the environmental issues associated with conventional plating.

Premium
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Select Metal Finishes - spun, polished and finished by artisans in Visa Lighting’s Milwaukee, Wisconsin facility. Visa Lighting recognizes the use of ANSI/BHMA standard. 

All finishes are grade level 1. This standard is also utilized as a means for specifiers to communicate a desired surface treatment if not offered as one of the standard 

finishes. The DCC (Damp Clear Coat) is required for 5 year warranty when used in damp locations. 

Lumicor® - this recyclable material transforms the personality of many lighting products. Additional material options are available as a variation through the applications 

engineering team.

Alabaster Alternative - ABA acrylics are hand painted by local artists producing a luminous diffuser with the character and natural appearance of alabaster at a fraction 

of the cost and with less fixture weight. 

Please take note: 
• Individual finish and material samples are available upon request at VisaLighting.com/materials-finishes.

• Please see individual product information for the applicable finish availability. 

• Trust in quality allows Visa Lighting to extend a five year limited warranty on product finishes; guaranteeing the craftsmanship, beauty and durability of each product. 

BSS
Brushed Stainless Steel

(BHMA630)

SN
Satin Nickel
(BHMA619)

BA
Brushed Aluminum

PSS
Polished Stainless Steel

(BHMA629)

BB
Brushed Brass

(BHMA606)

BCB
Brushed Chrome

(BHMA626)

BZ
Brushed Bronze

(BHMA612)

PB
Polished Brass

(BHMA605)

CB
Polished Chrome

(BHMA625)

ABA
Hand-Painted Alabaster 

Alternative

KA
Kauri 

Lumicor®

OLIN
Oyster LInen 

Lumicor®

SL
Silver Spun 
Lumicor®

Premium

Premium


